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Introduction

In the context of data assimilation for numerical weather prediction (NWP), an observation operator links model predicted fields to observations from remote-sensing instruments such as radiances and radar reflectivity.
Observation operators for precipitation-sensitive microwave radiances are susceptible to approximations and assumptions on physical properties of precipitation, such as modeled drop size distribution, assumed densities
of frozen particles, and approximated particle shapes. This work focuses on the uncertainty and bias in high frequency channels with significant scattering signals from frozen precipitation. To account for and correct
the biases in radiative transfer forward model, a variational parameter estimation scheme is implemented in the observation operator. It utilizes dual-frequency precipitation radar data to estimate mass densities of frozen
precipitating particles, then the density parameter is updated in the observation operator for passive microwave radiance to be assimilated into numerical forecast model. The bias associated with approximation of
snowflake shapes is also investigated by experiments of employing shape models as spherical particles and bullet rosette crystals.

Methodology

Cost function: The parameter estimation described in this work aims to use available relevant
observations to improve the estimate of a set of poorly prescribed parameters in the forward model so
that the bias in the observation departures can be reduced. In this case we assume that all discrepancies
between the simulated and observed reflectivities are resulted from uncertainties in the selected forward
model parameters. We define a cost function that measures the departure of the model simulation and
the observations plus a term measuring the deviation of the parameter values from a prior estimate of the
parameter values.
The cost function and its derivative can be written as:

J(s) = (s− sb).P
−1.(s− sb)

T + (H(s, x)− yo).R
−1.(H(s, x)− yo)

T

∂J
∂s = P−1.(s− sb) + (

∂H(s,x)
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Control variables and observation operator: In this parameter estimation problem,
the forecasted atmospheric state x is not in the control variable ; the control vector s corresponds to
the snow and graupel intercepts and densities. H consists of radiative transfer to simulate Ku and Ka
band radar reflectivities: observations yo are in terms of differential frequency ratio (DFR = Ku

Ka
) and

reflectivity of Ku band. . Attenuations are not included and only samples above freezing level are used.The
Jacobian ∂H(s,x)

∂s is evaluated in each iteration step by the finite perturbation method.

Experiments with synthetic observations

Definition of the experiments: A series of synthetic observations and first guess was gen-
erated using the Advanced Research WRF model and the Goddard Satellite Data Simulator Unit, with two
different microphysics scheme and hypothesis regarding the hydrometeors optical properties:

Experiment Name Observations First Guess Bias Corr. H
1 Est-4P-mie obs-gce7-green-rose fgs-red-mie bc-mie
2 Est-4P-rose obs-gce7-green-rose fgs-red-mie bc-rose
3 Est-2P-NT-rose obs-gce7-green-rose-NT fgs-red-rose-NT bc-rose-NT
4 Est-2P-NT-rose-g6 obs-gce6-green-rose-NT fgs-red-rose-NT bc-rose-NT-g6ob

gce7 (resp. gce6) corresponds to the use of Goddard microphysics scheme (Tao, 2003) (resp. Single-
moment 6-class scheme, Hong and Lim, 2006) to produce the background from a WRF forecast.
mie (resp. rose) corresponds to the use of fluffy spheres (resp. bullet rosette crystals) as frozen particles
for the radiance simulation.
NT corresponds to the use of an intercept function of T and Q for the snow and graupel.

Particle size distribution: In the WRF-EDAS the hydrometeor particle size distribution is
parameterized by an exponential distribution, whereN0 is the intercept parameter, λ is the slope parameter,
ρs/g is the snow (resp. graupel) density and qs/g the snow (resp. graupel) water content.:

N(D) = N0.e
−λ.D λ = (

N0.π.ρs/g
qs/g

)
1
4

In the synthetic observations experiments, the following parameters are used for the snow and graupel
particle size distribution:

P-set name Snow Graupel Snow Graupel
Intercept Intercept Density Density

(cm−4) (cm−4) (g.cm−3) (g.cm−3)
green 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.2
red 0.16 0.05 0.1 0.4

Results from the minimization: The following table shows cost function values as well
as the std dev. and bias on DFR innovations, before and after minimization.

Experiment Jo/N DFR Std Dev. DFR Bias Snow Graupel Snow Graupel
before/after before/after before/after Intercept Intercept Density Density

(cm−4) (cm−4) (g.cm−3) (g.cm−3)
1 2.91/1.82 1.97/1.22 2.14/1.34 0.11 0.05 0.06 0.3
2 2.91/1.28 1.97/0.85 2.14/0.95 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.3
3 0.90/0.30 0.65/0.28 0.62/0.11 NT NT 0.04 0.3
4 4.38/4.03 2.83/2.69 3.34/3.03 NT NT 0.08 0.3

The updated parameters are used in the SDSU RTM to produce updated passive microwave brightness
temperatures for GMI channels. The figures below show the results for Exp. 1 at 183.31± 7GHz with the
synthetic observations (left), first guess (middle) and simulations with updated parameters (right):

Same as above for Exp. 4:

Improvements of first guess departures: The figure below shows the RMS of first
guess departures for GMI channels, with and without updated snow and graupel PSD parameters.

• the main innovation statistics improvements are for GMI channels with frequencies higher than 89GHz,
as expected when modifying snow and graupel PSD parameters.

• from Exp. 1, one can see that even with a poor microphysical representation of hydrometeors such as
fluffy spheres, PSD parameters can be adjusted to improve innovation statistics.

• from Exp. 2, one can note that innovation statistics improvements are larger than in Exp 1. This is
likely due to the fact that bullet rosette crystals are used in both the radar simulator for the parameter
estimation as well as for the synthetic observations.

• from Exp. 3, one can see that the largest innovation statistics improvements are obtained when micro-
physical assumptions (bullet rosette crystals) are consistent between the synthetic observations, the first
guess simulations and within the minimization.

• from Exp. 4, one can see that when all discrepancies between the simulated and observed reflectivi-
ties do not result from uncertainties in the selected forward model parameters (here using two different
microphysics scheme has similar effect than simulating a model bias), the innovation statistics improve-
ments obtained from the method are much smaller than for other the experiments.

Conclusions and Perspectives

The parameter estimation technique provides satisfactory preliminary results with
synthetic observations. The use of real DPR data as well as MC3E field campaign
data (e.g. see example of MC3E data: left: Ku band radar reflectivities, right:
GMI-like observations (black: 89GHz ; blue: 165GHz ; yellow: 183±1GHz ;
orange: 183±3 GHz ; red: 183±7 GHz)) will help defining a method in order to
subsample the meteorological scenes on which the parameter estimation method
can be applied, and prevent from taking into account into the calculations scenes
which are not in similar scattering conditions like in Exp. 4.
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